North Maharashtra University, Jalgaon
Department of Library and Information Science

Course work for Ph.D.
Paper II

Marks : 100
Working Hours : 40

Unit- 1 Computer and Information Literacy
Computer literacy, Digital and network literacy.
Internet and search Techniques
Information support system- MRS, DSS, OAS.
Role of Computers in Research
Concept of Information Literacy
Models of Information literacy

Unit- 2 Literature Search and Review of Literature
Concept of Literature Search
Steps of Literature Search
Tools : Printed and non-Printed sources, Online full Text Databases,
Consortium etc.
Review of Literature
Procurement of literature from Documents Supply Centers- Documents
centers such as INFLIBNET, NISCAIR etc.
Evaluation of selected literature
Point to be considered under the reviews : Objectives, Scope and
Findings of the literature
Concept of Pilot Study of the literature.

Unit – 3 Testing of Hypothesis
Concepts and Techniques

Unit – 4 Citation Techniques
Style Manual – Chicago, MLA, APA etc.
Concept of the Scope in future in subject under study

Unit – 5 Current Trends in LIS
Current trends in Library and Information Science
LIS research scenario
Books Recommended for Study (Ph.D Works)
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